Discovering Bures-sur-Yvette & its surroundings

> Public services

**Town hall**
45 rue Charles de Gaulle, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
+33(0)1 69 18 24 24

Open Monday and Wednesday: 9:00 am - 12:00 noon and 1:30 pm - 6:00 pm
Tuesday and Friday: 9:00 am - 12:00 noon and 1:30 pm - 5:30 pm
Thursday: 1:30 pm - 5:30 pm and Saturday: 9:30 am - 12:30 am

**Post Office**
40 bis rue Charles de Gaulle, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
36.31

Open on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday: 9:30 am - 12:00 noon and 2:30 pm - 6:00 pm
And on Saturday: 9:30 am - 12 noon

**Indoor market**
rue Charles de Gaulle, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
+33(0)1 69 18 24 24

Every Wednesday and Saturday: 7:30 am to 2:00 pm

> Food shops

**Bakery**
40 rue Charles de Gaulle, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette

Open non-stop 7:00 am to 8:00 pm
Closed on Sundays and Mondays

**Butcher Laurent Tornier**
57 rue Charles de Gaulle, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette

Open 7:30 am to 1:30 pm and 3:30 to 7:30 pm
Closed on Mondays and Sundays afternoon

**Café-Tabac de la Mairie (bar and tobacco shop)**
42 rue Charles de Gaulle, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette

Open Monday to Friday: 7:00 am to 8:00 pm
Saturday: 8:00 am to 8:00 pm
Sunday: 8:00 am to 1:30 pm

**Supermarkets**

**Petit Casino (small supermarket)**
36 rue Charles de Gaulle, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette

Open Monday to Saturday: 8:00 am to 8:00 pm, and Sunday: 9:00 am to 1:00 pm

**Auchan (supermarket)**
2 rue de la Hacquinère, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette

Open 8:30 am to 9:00 pm
Closed on Sundays afternoon

**Large shopping center**

**Centre Commercial Carrefour Les Ulis 2**
Avenue de l’Aubrac, 91940 Les Ulis

84 shops, 9 restaurants, 1 cinema, 1 large supermarket
Access: bus 4 near Bures-sur-Yvette RER station
Hypermarket: open Mondays to Saturdays 8:30 am to 9:30 pm and Sunday 8:30 am to 12:30 pm.
Other shops: open Mondays to Saturdays 9:30 am to 8:00 pm (closed on Sunday).
Health

In case of emergency, call 112

SAMU (French Emergency Service): 15
Orsay Hospital: +33(0)1 69 29 75 75
Police: 17 - Fire Department: 18
Emergency room (adults): +33(0)1 69 29 75 63

Visitor’s guide

General practitioners

Bures-sur-Yvette medical practice
12 rue du Général Leclerc
91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
Dr Bouchra ZITOUNI-GRAZIANA
+33(0)1 69 85 57 20
Dr Éric CHANDON
3 rue du Général Leclerc, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
+33(0)1 69 86 18 56

Other practice
58 rue de la Hacquinière
91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
Dr Florence AGOGUÉ
Dr Caroline VANHAMME
+33(0)1 60 91 48 54

Dr Alfred PEYMAYECHE
39 rue Charles de Gaulle, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
+33(0)1 69 07 81 90

Dr Solenn BUIS
3 rue du Général Leclerc, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
+33(0)1 69 07 49 48
Dr Brigitte BRUTER
53 rue Charles de Gaulle, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
+33(0)1 64 46 28 84
Dr Nathalie GARRIGOS-HERVÉ
3 rue du Général Leclerc, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
+33(0)1 69 07 49 48

Dr Florence GÉRARD
53 rue Charles de Gaulle, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
+33(0)1 64 46 28 84
Dr Martine BONTOUT-PFLIEGER
14 rue du Général Leclerc, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
+33(0)1 69 07 84 41

Dentists

Dr Marilyn FUGER
Bures-sur-Yvette medical practice
12 rue du Général Leclerc, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette
+33(0)1 77 37 55 80

Ophthalmologist

No ophthalmologist in Bures-sur-Yvette.
The closest one is in Orsay.

Ophthalmologist Center G. Clémenceau
3 rue Georges Clémenceau,
91400 Orsay
+33(0)1 69 28 67 91

Pediatrician

The on-call medical house can be visited on week-ends and public holidays. To make an appointment, call “15”.

Maison médicale de garde
35 bd Dubreuil, 91400 Orsay

Warning: delays to obtain an appointment with a specialist doctor can be quite long (over 2 months). We therefore recommend that you plan your appointments well in advance.

In case of emergency, you can also call SOS Médecins Essonne: a team of general practitioners provide medical care at home 24/7 (average waiting time: 4 hours).
+33(0)8 26 88 91 91 (15 cts / mn)
> Recreational facilities in Bures-sur-Yvette

**Marcel Pagnol Cultural Center**  
*Rue Descartes, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette*

Located in the Centre of Bures, the Marcel Pagnol Cultural Center hosts the town youth department, toy library and music school. It offers a wide range of activities for children and an entertainment programme for all audiences all year round (concerts, theatre plays, exhibitions, workshops...).

The Bur’lututu Toy Library has 2,800 toys that can be used onsite or can be borrowed for up to three months, admission paid.

The conservatoire de musique de Bures, (Bures music school) administered by the Paris-Saclay region, offers music lessons for children aged 4 and more.

**Médiathèque - Library**  
*3 impasse de la station, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette*  
*01.69.28.66.24*

The Bures library was inaugurated in September 2018. On-site consultation of over 25,000 books, reviews CDs and DVDs.

Registration is free (upon presentation of an ID and proof of residence) but required to borrow documents for up to 4 weeks.

**French lessons**

Science Accueil and ALFAP (Apprendre Le Français avec plaisir) offer individual or group classes for all levels.

For more info, visit: [www.science-accueil.org](http://www.science-accueil.org) or [www.ALFAP.net](http://www.ALFAP.net).

**Le plateau omnisport (multi-sport facility)**  
*Rue du docteur Collé, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette*

This facility, located at La Guyonnerie Primary School is access free from 5:00 pm. basket-ball, handball, football and athletism can be practiced there.

**The Louis Chabrat Facility**

To use the Louis Chabrat Facility (gymnasium, covered tennis courts, DOJO) you must be part of the USBY association (general sports association in Bures). Discover the wide range of activities proposed by USBY at [www.usby.fr](http://www.usby.fr) (+33(0)1 69 28 20 62).

**Outdoor tennis courts**

There are 6 outdoor tennis courts in Bures, located Rue de la Vierge. To use a Tennis court, please contact the USBY.

**LE COMPLEX Premium fitness**  
*9 rue de la vierge, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette*  
*+33(0)1 64 86 14 14*

Fitness club with cardio room, fitness classes, lounge area, squash, etc...

---

**Public pools**

Two swimming-pools are located nearby:

- Piscine municipale des Ulis (Les Ulis swimming pool),  
  avenue de l'Aubrac, 91940 Les Ulis

A modern ray manta-shaped building with: 1 sports pool, 1 leisure pool, 1 paddling pool, lounge areas, children play and picnic areas.

- Stade nautique d'Orsay,  
  29 avenue de Lattre de Tassigny, 91400 Orsay

4 pools in total: large outdoor pool, indoor pool, leisure pool, paddling pool and outdoor lounge areas.

Bathing cap not mandatory.

**Please note**: bring a 1€ coin for your locker.

---

**Trail-running station**

Bures sur Yvette is nestled in a natural, wooded setting: the Vallée de Chevreuse, a setting ideal for trail running.

The Bures trail station offers courses, services and accompaniment for beginners and advanced trail-runners. Various routes of different levels are proposed throughout the Vallée de Chevreuse. Locker rooms, showers and sanitary facilities as well as maps of the different routes are available at the Bures trail center, located at the Stade Chabrat (Chabrat Stadium).


---

See also map of Bures page 18
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Les Ulis Parc Nord is a 33 hectare area dedicated to nature, its fauna and flora, but also to sports and recreational activities. Trailhead is located on the parking area at 43, route de Chartres.

Take a walk uphill to Viaduc des Fauvettes. This former railway bridge, built in 1913 but damaged in 1944 offers a spectacular view on the Vallée de Chevreuse. The sporty ones will also enjoy many climbing routes there. Trailhead located at the corner of Route de Chartres and Rue de la Vierge.

Built for flood control, the Bures retention pond has been arranged for promenade (length: 2,600 meters). Trailhead located Rue de la Prairie.
Let's stay connected,
Follow IHES on social media!

@ihes